Midnight
Warhorse

Guy Haydon on Midnight
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Chapter 1 Midnight Birth
As the clock struck 12 midnight, the muchawaited foal bounced awkwardly but strongly to
her feet for the first time. The crystal clear waters
of the Pages River flowed around the big bend
with its high side cut well into the bank, while the
new foal stood on the level, rich alluvial flat on
the homestead side of the river.
It was the 31 October 1905, the same day twelve
years later she would come to a courageous end
in a foreign land in a foreign war. In doing so, she
would save the life of her rider, Guy Haydon.
They had been coupled for life, they were a
partnership, as he had been born just across the
flat in the old homestead sixteen years earlier.
There she stood, black like the night as she
nudged towards her mother. On her forehead was
a small white star with three little peaks like the
petals of a tiara pointing upwards. There was a
distinctive white triangular peak on the front of
her near hind coronet, standing all alone,
matching the upward peaks on her star. She also had a small piece of white on the back of each
hind coronet. Her feet were hard, solid black which were prized by bushmen for their strength,
durability and toughness as opposed to feet which were white and soft.
It was Moonlight’s first foal and she had been retired to strengthen the broodmare band at
Haydon Horse Stud, following her career excelling in all the things that had been asked of her.
From chasing brumbies in the high country to days mustering cattle and a long hard droving trip
to the Gulf. She was ridden between properties and to town as horses were then the only means
of transport. Frequent rides were made to Maitland to do the family banking and to catch the ship
at Morpeth to Sydney.

Tivoli 1842
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Bloomfield Homestead, Blandford

She had been bred by Thomas
Haydon who had sailed to the
Colony in 1836 to join his brother
Peter who arrived in Sydney in 1828.
Peter lived at Tivoli in Rose Bay
grazing cattle along the foreshores of
Sydney Harbour, with a wonderful
view across the expanse of water to
the natural undeveloped harbour
foreshores. He was one of the early
pioneers of the Upper Hunter and
became the original landholder of
Bloomfield in 1832. Peter had
written requesting Thomas and his
sister Matilda travel to the new
colony to help Peter run his rural
enterprises, which were expanding
north from the Hunter Valley.

Thomas settled at Bloomfield and built the homestead from local sandstone. With his wife,
Margaret, he raised five boys and two girls.
He spent most of his life in the saddle riding, managing the sprawling properties as more were
added. Matilda married Peter Brodie who had settled the property Glenalvon further up the Pages
Rivers past Murrurundi.

In 1840, Thomas purchased the well-bred stallion Young Dover,
who was by Dover, from the Scott brothers of Glendon at
Singleton.
Thomas would ride the 92 miles on Young Dover to Maitland,
with gold he had purchased from the early gold prospectors from
around Nundle and other monies to deposit in at the ANZ bank.
Dover imported 1836

The Haydon family are still the bank’s oldest
continual clients in Australia. The old ledgers
with the original entries have been retained all
these years by the bank. While there he would
enter Young Dover in the Maitland races and on
occasions, winning three races in the one day
before riding him home again back up the valley
to Blandford.

The Bank's original Ledger

Moonlight was by a son of Young Dover and Thomas’s son Bernard loved riding the mare. He
would frequently ride her into Murrurundi to visit and have dinner with the Wakeford family.
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William Wakeford had come to help build the new railway tunnel through the Liverpool Range
to enable rail transport into the developing areas of the north west of the State. He later built the
Prospect Dam for Sydney’s water supply. With his wife Elizabeth he travelled to the colony
where his engineering skills were in high demand. However, it was their daughter Blanche that
Bernard was keen to see. He had many trips during the courtship before marrying her in 1879.
Bernard further built a strong association with Moonlight when he rode her on the long droving
trip all the way to their properties in the Gulf. Bullocks were then walked down from Normanton
back to Bloomfield where they were fattened and then driven down over the Hawkesbury River

The Droving Team at Normanton 1887

to the Homebush market in Sydney. These were well-travelled bullocks, seeing a lot of Australia
from the Gulf, through Queensland across the border into NSW and then on to Sydney.
Moonlight was joined to the Haydon’s
top sire Tester who was never beaten on
the track and became the leading sire of
his time. His stock were the undisputed
champions of the then popular short
distance “Bridle Spurts” when the
winner received a bridle. Many were
unbeaten like their sire, winning
numerous bridles for the family.
Midnight luckily inherited her father’s
speed combined with the stamina of her
mother.
Moonlight had a strong place in
Bernard’s heart carrying him during his
Tester leading stallion at Bloomfield 1888-1904 and sire of
courting days to the long distances,
Midnight held by Combo Bloomfield
endurance and hardships of the Gulf.
For her now to produce this lovely black filly by his prized stallion Tester was cause for
celebration. Given the hour and her colour he named her Midnight. Little did he know and it
would have been incomprehensible at the time, that this filly would even travel further and
achieve more accolades then her mother.
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Chapter 2

Bonding

Bernard’s second son Guy Haydon was born on 24 April 1889. He was a strapping sixteen year
old when Midnight was born and he formed an immediate partnership with the filly. He handled
her as a foal and started her in all her training. He could ride before he could walk, growing up
around good horses. He developed into a fine horseman like the rest of the family. He developed
strong bush craft and was a crack shot with both a rifle and pistol.

Guy Haydon in a studio child portrait
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Guy excelled at his boarding school the Sydney Church of England Grammar School (Shore),
especially in sport, winning the 1906 Head of the River, playing for two years in both the 1st XV
and 1st XI, who were GPS Champions in 1906 and representing the school in GPS Athletics.
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He spent many hours riding Midnight doing his work
around the properties, training her as he went about his
tasks. He taught her the basic dressage movements.
Backing up and side passing over to open gates and to cut
burrs. Cracking a stock whip to make a loud noise so the
cattle would run out of the timbered country. Learning
fast work blocking and cutting out cattle. Chasing the
horses into the yard.
On weekends they would compete in the local Bushman
Carnivals and campdrafting competitions. In 1907 as an
eighteen year old playing for the Scone Polo Team he
won the prestigious Northern Challenge Polo Cup at
Quirindi, the youngest to do so.

Guy Haydon playing polo in 1907
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After the war his brother Barney would have similar
success competing on Thora who was from the same
family as Midnight, with her mother also being by Tester.
Thora established a long line of horses which are still
successful in the stud today including the leading stallion
Nightwatch.

Bloomfield Polo Team 1908. Max Wright, Guy and Fred Haydon, J H White

Guy Haydon, aged 18, in the Scone Polo Team wins the Northern Challenge
Cup in 1907
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Chapter 3 Off To War
When war broke out, along with this
brother Barney, Guy enlisted on 15
February 1915 at Liverpool aged
twenty-five. Although Barney was
only nineteen at the time his parents
relented since Guy promised to look
after his younger brother. Cyril Regg
their future brother in-law enlisted
with them and rode the Bloomfield
horse Hughie. He was out of a Tester
mare and by The Dane. Their
neighbour and friend Frederick Max
Wright, aged thirty-two, from
Bickham also joined up with them.
On 1 March 2015 the 12th Australian
Light Horse Regiment was issued with
authority for active service abroad and
they marched out of Liverpool camp to
Holsworthy. The men were mostly
from rural stations, being good
horsemen and good shots. The
regiment was divided into three
Squadrons, each of six troops, with
twenty-five officers and four hundred
and ninety-seven men.

Guy Haydon on Midnight at Holsworthy Army Camp 1915

Their cousin Gordon Haydon enlisted
in the AIF but mostly served in the 6th
Light Horse and completed the entire
war returning to Australia in 1919. His
brother Stuart Haydon died in the
Gallipoli Landing.

Their older brother Frederick was to stay
home to run the properties. The brothers selected homebred horses to take with them to share the
upcoming adventures. Usually it would be assumed that geldings would be chosen however with
Guy’s attachment to Midnight they reluctantly agreed he could take the good mare. At nine years
old she was in the prime of her life. Barney selected the brown gelding called Polo and Max
Wright was given a bay gelding he named Fred after his good friend Frederick Haydon. All three
were by Bloomfield’s top sire Tester.
In a remarkable feat both Polo and Fred survived the entire Light Horse campaign in the Middle
East. On his return from the war Max Wright presented Fred with a mounted switch off his
horse’s tail to mark the achievement and the appreciation of the generous gift. The switch
remains in the family’s archive today.
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They assembled at Holsworthy Army camp on the outskirts
of Sydney. Midnight, Polo and Fred had been transported to
Sydney by train. They sat proudly on their horses while their
official photographs were taken. Sam brown, hat, plums,
leggings, spurs, .303 rifle, 43 centimetre bayonet, saddles
and bridles all in immaculate polished condition and
everything in its exact place.
The tents at Holsworthy Army

Lined up at Liverpool Railway

Cyril Regg with Hughie - He married Guy's sister Madge

Gordon Haydon
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Guy’s army dog tag disk was engraved with;
319
G B Haydon,
B 12th L H
C of E.

Whilst in camp Guy married Jean Hindmarsh
on 5 March 1915 at Strathfield. He received
official notification that he had permission for
leave to organise a property transfer and to get
married. Everyone knew her as Bonnie and
Guy called her Bon. She was a member of an
old north coast pioneer family from near
Lismore. The original Hindmarsh arrived from
England in 1822 acquiring land initially at
Gerringong. Bonnie was raised on a farm out of
Picnic before leaving Holsworthy
Lismore and her father was a member of the
NSW Parliament. She was a friend of Guy’s
sister Madge Haydon, often staying with her at
Bloomfield, describing it as a wonderful, welcoming place where the young had many great
times. She was attractive and outgoing and Guy soon became very keen on her.
Before departing they had to line up for their vaccinations. Apparently it nearly killed them,
making them very sick. Illness was ever present with some men even dying on the ship before
they even reached the battlefields of the Middle East.
The group were ready to depart. Close to Guy were Barney and Max Wright. His cousin’s
Gordon and Stuart Haydon had also enlisted. Tragically Stuart was shot in the shoulder at the
Gallipoli landing and was buried in Egypt. He represented the first casualty of the war for the
area. His brother in law Cyril Regg joined and the Ralph Purcell from their Scotts Creek property
completed the group.

12 Light Horse
Regiment colour
patch
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Lt Barney Haydon on Polo by Tester. In a remarkable feat
they both survived the entire campaign.
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Barney at the horse lines

Midnight and Hughie at the lines
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Guy Haydon army portrait
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The 12th Light Horse had a spectacular parade in Sydney riding in a long column through the
streets to the cheering crowds. The streets were packed with well-wishers and Guy felt very
proud to be riding Midnight on such a grand occasion.
They departed Australia on the steamship Suevic on 12 June 1915.

The 12th Light Horse, Sydney, June 1915
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Suevic departing

Guy wrote from Port Adelaide 5 days later to say that they had been ordered to unload the horses
and proceed on without them. He said how “rotten” it was to be leaving them behind but hoped
they would be reunited with them later.
On the trip over Colonel Abbott, their Commanding Officer mentions in his diary that Guy
Haydon and F Bell were tying off for first place in the shooting competition held on the boat.
Both had scored 49 out of 50. They shot off another 4 times but were still even. He had to then
announce them as joint titleholders.

The Suevic
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Lt Guy Haydon fourth from left in the back
row and Lt Barney Haydon third from the left
in second back row.
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Chapter 4

Training at Cairo

They landed in Egypt arriving at Suez on 23 July, 1915. They proceed to Heliopolis near Cairo
by train and then spent weeks in training, starting with reveille at 4.30 am. Under the backdrop
of the Pyramids they practiced combat drills with their horses and their horse holders. They got
to know the area and Cairo, which was so foreign to them. They played polo on both horses and
donkeys and held races.

Training in the desert near the Pyramids

The training exercise called “Titling the Rings”

Guy got to
play polo
again on
both horses
and donkeys

A challenge race
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Chapter 5 To Gallipoli

Anzac Beach

The brothers found they were to be again separated
from their horses and sent to Gallipoli as reenforcements on 28 August 1915 attached to the 2nd
LH Brigade. Their Brigade Commanding Officer
Colonel Spencer-Browne addressed them before
leaving saying “You are fit to meet the enemy after
only four weeks training in Egypt. No other regiment
has left this country with less than three months
training. I am proud to have commanded such
officers, non-commissioned officer and men. I believe
Australia has never sent out a finer brigade.”

They went by train to Alexandria and sailed to Lemnos Island landing at Anzac Cove at midnight
while occasional bullets hit the transport.

Barney's cable home before landing at Gallipoli
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The Australian’s were gallantly hanging onto their precarious positions on the peninsula’s beach
and cliffs against the entrenched Turks. Guy was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant and put in
charge of B Squadron. Earlier their cousin Stuart Haydon had been killed in the landing at
Gallipoli being the first local casualty of the war.

Guy in his “dugout” at Gallipoli

Get together in the trenches

They fought there until the troops were withdrawn. The conditions were very tough, with
sleepless nights and they did not relish the idea of fighting on through a harsh winter. It was
freezing at night and lice shared the dugouts with them. In Guy’s letter home titled “In the
Trenches-Gallipoli” he writes…… “the trenches are 7 feet deep..it is impossible to get hit by a
bullet if you keep your head down. I can assure you we do…..we dig little rests in the side of the
trenches to sleep in and as long as it doesn’t rain we will be fairly comfortable…..dysentery is
playing the devil with the man…..the smell is pretty awful as there are scores of bodies unburied
lying out beyond the trenches….we can see bodies of dead Australian and Turks lying
together…they had been there for about a month…it is getting cold here now and if we are here
for winter we’ll have a pretty rough time of it as it rains heavily at that time.” As the weather
changed to winter and storms raced across the Anzac positions men all over the peninsula
suffered from exposure and frostbite. In November the snow fell.

The ammunition carts at Gallipoli
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They were very relieved to hear it was time
to depart and continue the fight against the
Turks on another front. They helped with
the elaborate plans to deceive the Turks that
they were leaving. The plan worked well.
Tins full of water were tied to the triggers of
their rifles which were pointed at the Turks.
A small hole was punctured in the bottom so
the water would drip out slowly and then
release the trigger to fire a shot towards the
Turks. The seemingly impossible had be
accomplished without a single casualty. It
was one of the great military and naval
achievements ever accomplished. A
German called it “a masterpiece” as they
had no idea of the plans to evacuate.

The trenches at Poppy Gully

Their efforts were effective and their departure was without any more loss of life. Although 1920 December 1915 withdrawal proved quite a remarkable military feat the Australians they had
already suffered 28,150 casualties and had shown great resilience to hold on to their precarious
positions on the cliffs.

The Last Party to leave Gallipoli
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Chapter 6 Reunion with Midnight

Guy taken in his tent

The 12th Light Horse were re-assembled and
re-mounted at Heliopolis near Cairo. They
were allocated horses and Guy was so
disappointed when another horse was
assigned to him. He spread the word and his
heart leapt when a fellow sidled up to him
saying he had found his mare. He said he
noticed the Haydon brand on her near
shoulder. This well-known brand is the oldest Midnight held by the trooper who
continuous registered brand in Australia.
returned her to Guy. She had lost
a lot of condition.

Intense preparation, training and manoeuvres were enacted daily to prepare the light horse for
the demanding desert campaigns which lay ahead. The men were grouped in sections of four
with one man allocated as the horse handler. Being Mounted Infantry they could then get off
their horses and fight similarly to the foot soldiers, as the handler held the horses away from the
gunfire.

Guy riding and holding Midnight
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Chapter 7 Desert Olympics
During this period, intense rivalry occurred between the Australian and British Calvary about
who had the best horses. To settle the score a competition day was arranged between the two
armies.
With Guy and Midnight being the 12th’s standout combination, they were chosen to represent
Australia against the best of the British. Three events were to be contested which was dubbed
the “Desert Olympics”. The events were to the test horses’ ability, the rider’s ability and their
combined ability.

Light Horse on Parade taken by Zola, Cairo

The first event was a short distance sprint race over a quarter of a mile. Little did the British
know that Midnight was by the champion sire Tester whose stock were rarely beaten in the short
distance Bridle Spurts back in Australia. Guy and Midnight won the event at a canter, easing
down at the finish after establishing a commanding lead. Australia 1 England 0.
The second contest was a utility Flags event involving obstacles and using their swords
completing tasks against the clock. Again, Guy and Midnight prevailed winning the event with
a clear round in the quickest time. Australia 2 England 0.
The third event was an equitation test involving the dressage movements which the British
thought they had cornered, as at home they did a lot of this type of riding school training. They
thought the Australia’s with their laid-back approach would be easily beaten in these more formal
equine movements. Again they underestimated Guy and Midnight. Guy being a fine all round
horsemen had trained Midnight in her early education while riding her back on the farm. She
would move off his legs while performing the bush tasks such as opening gates, to stop, back,
extend and to do flying changes. To the astonishment of the British he won the point score event
but only by a narrow margin. Australia 3 England 0.
The Australians were jubilant to win all three events and to be the clear winners of the Calvary
Desert Olympics. Guy and Midnight were the heroes of the Australian Light Horse. It created a
cultural shift in the respect the British Calvary had for the Australian’s and as the desert
campaigns evolved they acknowledged the tougher bush reared Australian horses had come into
their own. In fact they rated the Walers to be some of the finest cavalry horses ever seen.
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Guy Haydon photo Cairo 1916
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Chapter 8 The Desert Campaigns

Guy on Midnight in the desert camp

The 12th Light Horse moved on from Cairo under the remarkable leadership of Lieutenant
General Sir Harry Chauvel, who was appointed Commander of the entire Desert Mounted Corp
in the Middle East. This was a huge honour for an Australian to be elevated to such a position
ahead of his British contemporaries who were now under his command. Time proved he was the
leader of the most potent cavalry in history and the most successful battle commander in the
Middle East War of 1914-1918.
Holding the Suez Canal was vital for the British but they had to push north to lessen the hold of
the Ottoman Empire, who had controlled the region for over 400 years and had now sided with
the German’s in the war effort. It meant fighting the Turks in many of their entrenched
strongholds and they wanted to dispel the bitter disappointment of their failure at Gallipoli.
They were to follow the ancient routes of armies of the Pharaohs, the Persians, Alexander the
Great, the Roman Legions, the Crusaders and Napoleon’s army.
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Horse Lines in the Desert
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Watering the horses

The troops revelled in the space which was so different from the confines of the trenches and the
wire of Gallipoli. They took great care in the welfare of their horses, making sure they were well
groomed with particular attention to their backs. The Australians had very little back problems
compared to the 70 percent incidence of sore backs suffered by their neighbouring English
squadron. They made sure their saddles were evenly balanced and that their quart pots and water
bottles were firmly secured so they did not rattle.
Holding the Suez Canal was vital. The British had set up headquarters at Romani which was only
thirty-seven kilometres from the canal and setup an outpost to the east at Katia. On the 23 April
1916 the Turks attacked and defeated the force at Katia after a bitter fight. The British then
abandon Romani and return to the canal. In response the Australian Light Horse crossed the canal
at Kantara moving east into the Sinai Desert setting up camp at Hill 70 just 11 km from the canal.
The Turks had withdrawn back to Bir el Abd so the Light Horse moved on and reoccupied
Romani which was a good site to defend the canal. Temperatures had now soared to 50 degrees
in the shade with a hot furnace type wind, with millions of sand flies making it nearly unbearable
with many suffering sunstroke and heat exhaustion. It was a blinding sun with sand storms
making the fine sand feel like red hot needles against the skin. The Australian used spear point
pumps to quickly find water for the horses in likely low lying areas.
On 19 July the Turks with a force of 20,000 men amassed outside of Katia for the their attempt
to take control the canal. On 3 August fierce fighting commenced as they entered the Katia area.
The Turks had to advance or fail while the Allies could win by defending. The Light Horse would
retreat and then take up new positions. The German officer wrote “they fought in an exemplary
fashion and many times we cursed those active and agile horseman”. They then attacked the
Turkish flank capturing many Turks as many more retreated. On the 7 August they occupied
Katia and on 9 August General Chauvel attacked Bir el Abd. The Battle of Romani proved a
triumph for the horses and how they had persevered under such extreme conditions.
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They were outnumbered ten to one but managed to resist the Turkish attack. Winning the Battle
of Romani changed the British thinking from defence to attack and marked an early turning point
in the campaign as they went on to win the attacks on El Arish and Raffa.
They did long marches at night so their horses were not out in the oppressive heat of the day,
taking advantage of the cooler night time temperatures. The Sinai Desert proved a harsh
environment on both men and horses with its heat and ever blowing wind and dust. The Sinai
Campaign lasted 10 months from 15 May to 20 March 1917, including the Raid on Magdhara
Hills on 13-19 October 1916, deep in the Sinai Desert behind enemy lines, attached to the Camel
Column.

The 12th fighting at Magdhaba

The 12th column on the move again after Magdhaba

Maghaba was a fortified railhead town. The column marched all night navigating by the stars.
The 12th rode around to the north while the 11th attacked the centre. They galloped across the
narrow flat and dismounted advancing up the range coming under heavy fire from the Turks on
the commanding hill. The hilly rough terrain made it difficult but the town was overrun and many
prisoners were taken.
They were rested back at the
canal at Ismailia reforming a
new Brigade with the 4th, 11th
and 12th Regiments. On the 20
March they began the trek to
Khan Yunus above Rafa via
El Arish on their way to the
advance to Gaza, arriving on
11 April. On the 18th they
were involved in fierce
fighting at Atawineh Ridge
losing 30 percentage of their
men under heavy fire and
shrapnel
bursts,
before
digging in for three days.
They moved back to “The
Beach” at Marakeb for a rest.
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At “The Beach”

In one letter home Guy addresses it as from “The Beach”. They camped 50 yards from the water’s
edge, enjoying their weeks rest. They swam the horses every day and it did them a power of
good. He records Barney took his leave in Cairo catching up with the girls he knew who were
there nursing including Jess Cobb. Guy received a cable announcing the birth of his first child
Patricia Bloomfield Haydon on 3 March 1916. He also received some photos of “Paddy” as she
became to be known. His wife Bon had them taken in Sydney and sent them over to him. He
reflects, “I wish I could see them”. He also appreciates the parcels he received, especially the
honey.
While there they acted as a protecting
force
to
engineers
successfully
destroying many kilometres of railway
and
bridges.
They
also
did
reconnaissance in the vicinity of
Beersheba. The conditions were very
trying with the all pervading dust and
flies. They made pools out of tarpaulins
to have “bathing parades” which helped
greatly in the health of the men.
“Bathing Parade”

This was followed by the Palestine Campaign with the 12th LHR attached to the 4th LHB from
the 11-24 April 1917, including the Battle of Gaza. Guy then fell ill but was returned to the 12th
LHR for the next Gaza II Campaign from 9 June 1917. The first attacked on Gaza was bungled
by the British Command. The defences at Gaza were strengthened which made the second attack
even more difficult and unsuccessful. It was an unqualified failure.
Midnight displayed the stamina and endurance typical of the Walers when during the Gaza
Campaign she remained continually under saddle for 7 days and nights. Guy only averaged 3
hours sleep a day and she was still going well and held her condition. They would often sleep
lying in the shade of their horses twisting the reins around one foot and then drop off to slept.
Often the men would fall asleep in their saddles catching much needed rest as the horses followed
along in procession.

12th Light Horse camp
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The Light Horse were involved in
many successful battles clearing the
Turks from Romani, El Arish,
Magdhaba and Rafa but firm
resistance slowed the Allied
progress around Gaza. Guy got a
friend to take a letter home of his
account of the Gaza offensive
which meant he could give a lot
more detailed account of the battle
than he would normally have been
able to in his posted letters via the
Army. He called it the “big fight”.
As they advanced they dismounted
with the handlers holding the horses

out of the firing line. As they proceeded towards the trenches on foot he said “The fire was
terrible, rifle, machine gun and shrapnel swept the ground and it was so dusty that at times one
could only see about twenty yards. There we lay with our noses glued to the ground and the
shrapnel ripping all amongst us, then we got the order to move forward again...how the devil any
of us got out alive the Lord only knows. This was the hottest fight of the lot and I’m proud to say
we did splendidly” They held their position until dark and 70 of their 220 men were killed or
wounded. They withdrew with heavy casualties and the British also suffered heavily. The old
hands say “that it is the heaviest scrapping we have had, worse than the landing on Gallipoli and
even worse than in France”. He further reports that “Max Wright’s horse Fred was wounded by
an aeroplane bomb a few days ago but will get over it. A splinter from the same bomb scratched
Max on the chin. Max is a great soldier and takes to it like a duck to water.”
“Our horses didn’t have their saddles off for seven days and nights. They had a rough time but
we didn’t lose one, and the old black mare is still going strong.” Fred survived his wounds and
Midnight came through the harrowing experience with flying colours.

At home they had received the
dreaded telegram informing them
that Guy had been killed in action
on 26 July 1916. However, it was
an encoding error but still very bad
news for the family. The word Guy
should have been encoded as
Gerry. It was referring to Gerry
Aplin who was the brother of his
brother Fred’s wife Grace. Gerry
Aplin was killed in the Somme
campaign in France in the bloody
Battle of Pozieres. Guy continued
on with the campaign to conquer
the Turks in the desert.
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Midnight- feed time in the desert
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Chapter 9 Midnight Ride
With General Allenby appointed as the
new commander of the Egyptian
Expeditionary Force he was keen to
overcome the Gazza failures. With the
resistance encountered at Gaza they
decided to perform an outflanking
exercise on the Turks so they could
capture Beersheba and in doing so enable
their push north to continue against the
stronger Turkish lines at Gaza. They set a
plan to let the Turks know they were
planning another major offensive on
Gaza, while assembling their strength to
attack Beersheba. By taking Beersheba, it
would open the way to Gaza and beyond
to Bethlehem, Jerusalem, the Jordan
Valley and right up to Damascus.
However, they had to capture Abraham’s
Wells at Beersheba before they could be
destroyed by the enemy or they would
face the unthinkable prospect of no water
for their horses.
In Guy’s collection on one of the maps of
the Beersheba area he has written in red
an updated description of all the wells in
the region showing their quantity and
quality of water. This would have been in
invaluable source of information as they
ride for Beersheba.

The ride to Beersheba

They rode out from their Fara Camp on the evening of 28 October 1917 riding across the desert
for 5 hours to the south east for 12 miles Essani, under bright moonlight. They fed and watered
the horses and continued riding across the desert south east on the evening of 29 October for 11
miles taking 4 hours to Khalasa. They rode out at 6 pm on 30 October across the desert south
east to Asluj, under a full moon, and then turned north east to arrive at Iswaiwin outside
Beersheba, a distance of 40 miles taking over 17.5 hours.
They had ridden all night in the moonlight heading for Beersheba. It was a full moon and so light
you could read a printed page. Somehow the mood was different as they grasped the significance
of what lay ahead. They halted and spread out along a wadi about four miles from the town and
waited. They could see the white buildings of Beersheba and the tower of the mosque. The trees
they later discovered were Australian gum trees. The B squadron officers Guy, Roy Lindeman
and Aubrey Abbott had a scratch meal while their squadron commander Cuthbert
Fetherstonhaugh went off to headquarters to find out what was happening. When he returned, he
called out “get your men mounted”.
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Chapter 10

The Charge of Beersheba

“The Most Famous Calvary Charge in History”

It was the 31 October 1917. They waited and waited in the wadi. Light was wanning and the
horses had not had water for 36 hours.
There seemed only one alternative. That was to capture the wells at Beersheba or perish. The
order came through “Mount Up”, they had to capture the wells at “All Cost”. Five minutes later,
the 4th on the right and 12th on the left, Australian Light Horse Regiments were on their way.
800 riders charged across the open ground. As they came to the trenches the whole of the 4th
Regiment dismounted continuing the fight on foot while members of the 12th swept on into the
town.
Guy gave this following account of the charge in his letter to his family back at Bloomfield;

Letter written by Guy Haydon from Cairo Hospital
“You will know from my Cable that I am in Hospital here with a rather nice wound, a bullet about 2
inches to the left of the crupper bone. I will try and give you an account of exactly what happened
from the start of operations until I was knocked out.
We left our Camp at Tel-al-fara on the night of the 29th at 5 p.m. and marched to a place called Essani
reaching there about 11 p.m. and camped there the night and all next day. About 3 p.m. an enemy Plane
came along but was driven off by our planes. At 5 p.m. we moved off again and marched to Khalassa
reaching there at 10.30 p.m. and camped. At 2 p.m. the following day the enemy plane again endeavoured
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to fly over our lines but was attacked by two of our Bristol Fighters and much to our satisfaction they
succeeded in shooting her down with their machine guns.
At 5 p.m. we were off again and marched all night and on until 9 a.m. next day when we halted in
some broken country 4 ½ miles east of Beersheba. The previous instructions were that the mounted
troops were to attack Beer-sheeba at 10 a.m. and we all quite expected to do so as the infantry were
due to attack on the other portions of their line at that time, but 10 a.m. came and went and nothing
doing, everyone wondered what could have gone wrong. Had the Infantry failed or had the attack only
been postponed for a few hours.
Our Brigade was in reserve and we knew that if any hot job happened along, we would get it. At 4
p.m. orders came to mount and we marched along to within 3 miles of the town until we could go no
further without being in full view, then we got the shock of our lives, the order came back "All pack
horses, excepting Hotchkiss rifle packs, fall out and remain behind".
Then followed a few moments later the order,
"The I2th. & 4th. L.H. Regiments will charge Beersheeba on Horseback, the town is to be taken at all
costs" and five minutes later we were on the way.
We trotted for the first 2 miles then the Turks opened fire on us from a line of redoubts about half a
mile out from the town and we could hardly hear anything for the noise of their rifles and machine
guns. As soon as their fire started we galloped, and you never heard such awful war yells as our boys
let out, they never hesitated or faulted for a moment, it was grand.
Every now and again a rider would roll off or a horse fall shot but the line swept on. As we neared
their trenches, our men were falling thicker and thicker and the pace became faster. 30 yards from their
trenches were some old rifle pits and as soon as my eye lit on them I wheeled my horse round and
yelled to the nearest men to jump off, let their horses go and get into the pits and open fire. Just
previously I had seen Major Fetherstonhaugh’s Horse go down killed, the Major get up and run for
cover only to fall again shot through both legs. A few seconds afterwards a bullet hit me high up in
the left buttock, just under the belt, lifting me clear off my horse and dropping me sprawling on a heap
of dirt that had been thrown out of a rifle pit, and I rolled down into the pit and into safety.
But all this time, really only a few seconds, the charge went on, men raced their horses through and
over the trenches and while some of us were still engaged in hand-to-hand fighting in the trenches, the
remainder had charged through the town and went on to the high ground a mile beyond. The town was
ours.
It is impossible to describe the charge, I was talking to a British Cavalry Officer in Hospital who had
arrived 3 days previously from France, he went to France with the first batch of English Cavalry and
had been there ever since, and he said "I have seen every action in which the British Cavalry have
taken part, but the charge of the L.H. at Beersheeba yesterday, is the finest thing that I have ever seen
mounted troops do." Our Brigadier received a wire from the G.O.C. congratulating him on the brilliant work
his Brigade had done.
It is impossible to describe one’s feelings, but for myself although it is the heaviest fire I have been
under, I never felt less afraid, and I was terribly disappointed in being shot before reaching the town.
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We took 2,000 Prisoners and their trenches were full of dead. Two Regiments of the first Brigade also
had a charge, but they were further round on our right and we didn't see them, anyway we had the
town before they got there. I will give you my experiences from the time I was hit until my arrival here.
I lay in the hole for about 2 hours listening to poor devils groaning all round me, and then an M.O
arrived with a lantern and some sandcarts, he planked the lamp down near me and the stretcher
bearers brought in the wounded from all points of the compass to be dressed, after being dressed the
worst cases were loaded into carts and sent off to the Ambulance, 4 of the poor chaps died there within
a yard or two of me, but it did not worry me, I had got past worrying.
At last there was only myself and 1 man left and we had to lie there all night. One of the boys got
me a blanket off a dead horse but it was terribly cold, and I shivered all night long and in the morning
my wound was so stiff that I couldn't move. About 7 a.m. a sandcart arrived and I was taken to the
Field Ambulance where my wound was carefully dressed, then, we went per car to Beersheba then on
to the rail head to a big casualty clearing station, where we spent the night. At 9 a.m. we were loaded
onto the Hospital Train and reached El-Arish about 2.30 p.m. that afternoon. We spent the night there
and left the next day at 12 a.m. for Kantara which we reached about dusk. The next day at about 11 a.m.
we boarded the train for Cairo and finally reached the 14th A.G.H. (The best spot on this side of the water).
At 4 p.m. today I was X rayed and the bullet was located about half way up my back and about an
inch to the left of my spine, it must have hit a bone and turned at right angles, otherwise it must have
gone right through my belly a wonderful streak of luck, am not suffering much pain and don't know
when they will operate on me, but hope it will be soon as I don’t want to be stuck in here any longer
than I can help.
I can't get any correct estimate of the killed and wounded in the 12th yet but may hear in time to put
it in this letter yet.
LATER. Was operated on the day before yesterday and bullet removed, am sending you the bullet for a
Christmas Present by the same Officer who takes this letter. Am having very little trouble with my
wound except at night when it aches a lot, but it is nothing to what some of the poor devils have to
suffer. Poor old Nearguard was killed, I was awfully sorry about him, he was such a good Soldier,
absolutely fearless. Roy Whiteman and Maclean both have commissions. Roy did splendidly, so well in fact
that he was paraded to the Divisional General Hodson and actually promoted on the field of battle.
Major Fetherstonehaugh got a D.S.O. He is the bed opposite me. His wife nearly went mad when she heard
about it. As far as can gather, there, there must have been about 27 12th L.H. killed in the charge and
about 15 wounded. A very high percentage of Killed.”

Guy later told his brother Barney that after he was knocked off his horse she came back and
stood over him. He was worried she would get shot again so he a grabbed handful of dirt and
threw it at her to get her to move out of the gunfire.
During the clean up after the battle, the Australians were amazed to find the sights on the Turkish
rifles were still set at long distances. They had not dropped back their sights as the Australians
got closer. The orders to wind down their sights could not keep up with the speed of the galloping
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horses. It meant the speed of the attack had got the Australians under the enemy fire. The bullets
were landing behind them. The speed of the courageous, galloping horses had won the day. In
Guy’s words “they never hesitated or faulted for a moment, it was grand”.

The attack on Beersheba showing where the 12th Light Horse charged across the trenches to capture the
town.

Dead horses after the battle

Beersheba after the charge
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In the Haydon Archives is a letter written by Captain Jack Davies of the 12th Light Horse to his
brother. He carried a sword was one of the first to enter the town. He describes how he was so
lucky to be on the extreme left flank of the charge…..
“Providence guided me that day and I rode into the town as if I knew all the roads leading into
it……I’ve seen some surprised people, but those Turks were certainly not expecting us, not
just then……they got out in such a hurry that though they had the wells and the Railway
Station and the approaches to the town mined, they forgot to let them off, or when they tried
and they failed to explode properly they did not try again.”
He continues “I counted my little lot of prisoners and sent them away under escort (it was a
beautiful moonlight night and I counted them like a lot of sheep with Marnie and Haft keeping
tally. 647 and 38 officers was the number as well as I remember the odd figures - the other
right (4th Light Horse got 350 odd more and we collected about 30 strays during the
night)……He mentions the commendations…..Colonel Cameron (long on from Rouchel) got a
D.S.O, Featherstonhaugh and Hyman a D.S.O each. Robey and myself an M.C, three D.C.M.s
and 5 MM's. Grant our Brigadier got a bar to his D.S.O. Bouchier of the 4th a D.S.O., one of
his Majors a D.S.O. and two Captains M.C,s 2 D.C.M.s and 4 Military medals. Not bad going
for an hour’s job, more especially as Allenby personally gave Grant his bar next day and gave
his orders for the immediate decoration of us other lessor lights. They were all though inside
four days i.e. by the 5th November. I was jolly pleased that Featherstonhaugh got a D.S.O.,
because he thoroughly deserved a recognition for the splendid cool way he deployed the
Squadron in action, when his horse was wounded the first thing he did was shoot his horse out
of pain, shortly after he was hit through both legs…he’s a great old bird….when General
Hodgen was giving out the ribbons he made a general speech to us all. When he came along to
me he said “Captain Davies has done excellent work. I hope soon to have the pleasure of
pinning a D.S.O. along side that.” And he tapped the M.C. he had just put on. Well I don’t
mind taking one you know, but I am not anxious to be winning one again.”

Turkish prisoners at Beersheba
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Chapter 11 The Bullet

The bullet removed from Guy Haydon's back - taken at the Bloomfield Archives
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The bullet is still in the Archive Room at Bloomfield after Guy sent it home to his parents as a
Christmas present. It is still in its Queen Mary Christmas container. It was a memento of his
close shave with death.
When examined the point of the bullet is still sharp and intact as if it had not hit any solid object
on its way through. It passed through Midnight’s stomach killing her. It then passed through the
back of the saddle, and then the saddle roll, through Guy’s left buttocks lodging in the flesh next
to his spine. Another inch and he would not have made it. The mare had saved his life absorbing
the initial point blank shock of the bullet.
Guy was left lying in agony in the pit with the bullet wound in his back. There was carnage all
round him. Four of his mates died right next to him. He humbly accounts that there were others
worse off than him, given the groans of agony he could hear. His beloved mare was lying dead
just near the pit. It was a long freezing painful night. The longest in his life.
Major Fetherslonehaugh writes “ Guy would not allow them to take him in that night as there
were others he considered worse cases than him, so he stayed out all night.........you will all be
very proud of your gallant, self-sacrificing son. God bless him for staying out all night so that
other cases could be attended to.......he deserves a decoration.”
On the fifth night Guy finally arrived at the hospital in Cairo. This was after travelling by car to
the casualty clearing station at Beersheba. They had captured the train so they were then
transported by rail to El Arish, then to Kantara, finally getting the train to Cairo.
In Cairo, they operated to remove the bullet. They were surprised to find the point of the bullet
was still sharp and intact. It had not hit anything hard to blunten the point. The bullet had lodged
just a hairs distance from his spine. It was fortunate that it was the early days of X-rays and they
could locate the bullet and remove it. A fraction further and he would have died along with his
gallant mare. She had miraculously saved his life but his war was over.
Three days after removing the bullet they had to operate again
to drain the septic wound and insert a tube to drain the puss
out. This was before antibiotics were available to stop the
infection. He had very high temperatures above 103 and was
in a very serious condition for another two days fighting for
his life. The cut in his back was 6” long and 2 ½” deep.
Another was 3” deep and 2 ½” deep and would take a long
time to heal, requiring six weeks in bed.
He was sent back to Sydney for further treatment arriving on
31 January 1918 three months after the charge. Infections
would be a problem for the rest of his life, he had a hole in his
back you could fit a fist in.

Guy in hospital
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“Midnight’s Last Charge
Painting of Guy and Midnight jumping the trench by Jennifer Marshall
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Photo of one
of the wells

Watering the horses at Beersheba

The Wells of Beersheba
Emu Plumes on a felt slouch hat and a rifle 'cross their back
Eight hundred Aussie horsemen, many learnt to ride outback.
They swept towards the Turkish lines across the Sinai sand
To Beersheba, where the Turkish troops did elect to make their stand.
It was the secret to this desert war, the only water to be found
And five thousand British troops had failed to take the town.
These Australian Light horsemen had a commander named Chauvel
Whose orders were impossible, they were, to take the well.
Six thousand yards to the Turkish line must these gallant horsemen ride
At full gallop they must go till they reach the Turkish side.
Artillery shells flew overhead, as across the sand they raced
Not fast enough were the Turkish guns to check their lightning pace.
As they cleared the Turkish trenches, machine gun bullets filled the air
But they sped on to Beersheba with the Turks now in despair.
With bayonets drawn, they charged the town, they were a fearsome sight
But they had fulfilled their orders, they took the town by night.
And forty gallant horsemen paid the ultimate price to see
The fulfilment of God's prophecy, to set Jerusalem free.
By Warren Eggleton, July 1998

General Allenby addressed the troops a few days later with these memorable words;
“You did something that teachers of military history say could not be done. You
galloped over strongly defended positions and demoralised the enemy. He’s
finished. His cavalry will never face you again. You have put new life into my army
and you rank with the finest cavalry the British Army has ever had”
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Buildings at Beersheba including the railway station and bakehouse
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Barney's Christmas Card he sent home

Abraham's well as it is today in Beersheba
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Chapter 12

The Road to Damascus

The Australian Walers were the envy of the entire cavalry world.
An account by an English cavalryman paid this tribute to them:
"They had covered 170 miles since the 29th October and the horses had been watered on an
average of once in every 36 hours, the heat had been intense, their ration was 9 1/2 lbs of grain
per day without any bulk food. Indeed the hardships endured by these horses were almost
incredible. On one occasion they had only had water three times in nine days, at intervals of 68,
72 and 76 hours respectively. They carried on average 12 stone of soldier, another 9 1/2 stone
for saddle, ammunition, sword, rifle and clothes, totalling 21 stone. They carried this all day
every day for 17 days, on half rations and only one drink in every 36 hours. It is no doubt these
Australian horses make the finest cavalry mounts in the world”.
Ion Idriess was there and witnessed the charge giving this firsthand account in his book the “The
Desert Column”. “All the Turkish guns around Beersheba must have been directed at them.
Captured Turkish and German Officers have told us that even they never dreamed that mounted
troops would be madmen enough to attempt rushing infantry redoubts protected by machine guns
and artillery. At a mile distance their thousand hooves were stuttering thunder, coming at a rate
that frightened a man—they were an awe-inspiring sight—horse after horse crashed, but the
massed squadrons thundered on—a heart-throbbing sight—the horses leaping the redoubt
trenches as the Turks thrust up at their bellies—whirlwind of movements—dense dust as troops
poured into the town…….Beersheba had fallen”.
The battle had been won by the ferocity and courage of the Australians. Often termed “insanely
courageous”. It had weakened the Turkish defences so they could push onwards to take Gaza.
The Australians then rode onto Bethlehem where they watered their horses at Solomon’s Pools.
Their reputation now preceded them as a fearless fighting force. They rode through Jerusalem
and the Jordon Valley as the Turks retreated, which become to be known as “The Great Ride”.

Light Horse Stature in Beersheba
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Barney had a lot of close shaves but luck seemed always on his side. One of the closest was when
he was looking through a metal hole out from a trench. He turned away to speak to someone just
as a bullet flew through the hole. His number was not up yet. He often wrote on the top of his
letters home “The Promised Land” or “Dinkum Desert” and always maintained the sense of
humour he was known for.
The Light Horse pushed onto Damascus being the first to enter and capture the city. Apparently
this honour was to be bestowed upon Lawrence of Arabia to triumphantly claim the city but the
Arabs held back until it had been firstly secured by the Australian Light Horse. As they rode past
the Hall of Government, Major Olden dismounted, entered the hall and received the official
surrender of Damascus from the Governor on behalf of the British Army.
They were the “First to Damascus”.
As it turned out the decision to hand Damascus over to the Arabs was an unmitigated disaster
with looting and their inability to operate things like the hospital, water and with all other
infrastructure failing to function.
They had pushed the Turks right back to near their border when the war ended on 31 October
1918 exactly one year after their Beersheba charge. They had reached Homs and there was now
no need to continue onto Aleppo.
They had saved the Suez Canal and had overseen the defeat of the Ottoman Empire. The
boundaries were redrawn and the modern state of Israel formed. All such significant events in
historical terms.

General Allenby was in charge of the Egyptian
Expeditionary Force
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Grass...the horses grazing by the Jordon River
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Chapter 13

The Last Ride

Barney and Max tired, battle weary and with exhausted horses were glad to hear the news of the
armistice. The war was won and over. Polo and Fred were there at the start and they were there
at the end, a remarkable achievement. They had the unique distinction of completing the entire
Desert Campaign. The Tester genes had done them proud.
The official Government policy was that their horses could not return with them back to Australia
and were to be sold to the local people. The horses had to be handed into the Remount Depot.
The soldiers had witnessed firsthand the ill treatment of horses throughout their long journeys in
this harsh foreign land and there was no way they would leave their beloved animals to be
subjected to such a life.
They took an unofficial “one last ride” with their horse, returning back to the depot with only
their saddle and bridle to hand back in. It was one of the toughest things they had to do. To say
goodbye to their horse with tears in their eyes and a pistol in their hand.
The poem “The Horses Stayed Behind” epitomises the men’s feelings;
“ I don’t think I could stand the thought of my old fancy hack,
Just crawling round old Cairo with a Gypo on his back........
No, I think I’d better shoot him and tell a little lie,
He floundered in a wombat hole and then lay down to die,
Maybe I’ll get court-martialled, but I’m dammed if I’m inclined
To go back to Australia and leave my horse behind.”

Many others had expressed their views and the war was well
documented with soldiers keeping diaries, including that of one
trooper Ion Idriess. Banjo Patterson at 51 years of age joined the
remount unit in charge of training the horses and kept his writing
going throughout the campaign.
Max collected a piece of Fred’s tail and put it in his bedroll. When
he finally returned home he mounted the switch of hair with
leather on a short piece of cane and presented it to his long time
friend and neighbour Fred Haydon, in memory of his courageous
horse by Tester. Max Wright had a distinguished war. He was
Mentioned in Dispatches by General Allenby on 16 January 1918,
awarded the Order of the Nile on 28 February 1918 and the
Military Cross on 3 June 1919.

Fred's tail hair switch
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Fred's switch on display at the National Museum of Australia in Canberra
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Barney now war hardened was very upset to take his last ride on Polo. They thought they would
proudly ride their beloved horses down the main streets of their home towns when welcomed
home. However, this was not to be and they felt badly betrayed.
After the Turks surrendered he then went with the 12th Light Horse when they were called back
to operational duty to quell the Egyptian revolt, which was restored in little over a month. On 19
July 1919 he returned to Australia with his brother in law Cyril Regg.
Together Fred and Polo, these two geldings by Tester and bred at Bloomfield, had survived the
entire Middle East campaign. An incredible achievement.
Of the 136,000 horses taken over only one came home. Major General Sir William Bridges was
killed at Gallipoli and his horse Sandy, after three months of quarantine in England was shipped
back to Australia. He saw out the rest of his days grazing at the Central Remount Depot at
Maribyrnong in Victoria.

Sandy the only horse to be returned to Australia
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Memorial at Port Said and Albany

Sculpture in Tamworth
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Chapter 14

Life Back Home

Beersheba today in the far background showing the country where the Light Horse made their charge.

Life would never be the same for Guy. He needed a long period of convalescence to recover
from the bullet wound and time off from working. He and Bonnie had another daughter Isabelle
and son John, who went on to fight with distinction in WW2.
They both helped in raising money for the Patriotic Fund and Guy was appointed to the local
committee advising the government on settling returned servicemen on the land.
He gradually recovered and continued life as a grazier living at Warrah Ridge on the Liverpool
plans. It is a magnificent piece of country with their house on the ridge with sweeping views out
across the plain. Rated as some of the best farming country in the world it was also good for
fattening stock.
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Guy at the 12th L H reunion in Sydney in 1926, sitting on the front left table five
positions around to the left.

He was heavily involved in the community being a councillor on the Tamarang Shire, a director
of the Tamworth Pasture Protection Board and a member of the Local Land Board. He judged at
many shows and Bushmen’s Carnivals and passed on a lot of his horse knowledge as a strong
supporter of the pony club.
In 1956 Guy and Bonnie went on an extensive tour of British Isles and Europe. During the 1960’s
his health began to fail and he died on 1 August 1965 aged seventy-six. His ashes were spread
out across the plain.
Barney went onto be one of Australia’s leading horse judges officiating for many years at the
Sydney Royal Easter Show and numerous other venues around the country. He lived at
Greenheyes in Murrurundi working the country he had at Scotts Creek and Warrah Ridge. He
married Ethel Cobb from Ellerston whose brother Hunter Cobb served with him during the war.
They had no children. He had a great sense of humour and was always the life of the party. He
stayed on in Egypt after the war in a peacekeeping force. His nephew Jim Haydon purchased his
Scotts Creek country, which the family still owns. He died on 29 April 1978 aged 84.
The wider Haydon Family had an incredible thirteen of its sons serve in WW1, with Stuart being
killed in the Gallipoli landing.
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Chapter 15

Midnight’s Legacy

The horses today at Haydon Horse Stud have the unique direct recorded line
back to the horses at Beersheba and in the Light Horse. Midnight’s family
lives on through the Stud’s renowned Thora Family. As well most of the
horses today are descendants of Tester mares. Ten generations later her family
is going as strong as ever, being one of the most sought after families in the
studbook. They are still used to do the stock work around the property and
are competing in events all round Australia and the world. They are playing
polo overseas and a son is standing at stud in America. Haydon Nightwatch
was a successful sire for the Stud. In 2009 Peter Haydon rode a descendent
Haydon Celestial, leading the Scone Horse Festival Parade as the Festival
VIP.
Peter Haydon Scone Festival VIP in 2009 riding
Haydon Celestial.

The family’s fine horsemanship tradition continues to flourish.
Guy’s daughter, Isabelle’s (Tink Haydon’s) son Guy Walter was one of Australia’s leading
racehorse trainers, winning all before him with the champion Tie The Knot. On one occasion, he
trained the first three horses’ home in the Doncaster at Randwick. He trained 36 Group 1 winners
and over a 120 stakes winners.
Guy’s sister Pearl’s daughter Judy Mackay was an internationally recognised dressage rider and
was the first ever outside woman to be invited to ride at the Spanish riding school.
Guy’s older brother Fred was affectionately known as “The Father” of the northern bushman
carnivals” which have grown into such major campdrafting and rodeo events now throughout
Australia. His two sons, Hilton and Jim were very accomplished horseman. Jim’s son Peter
continues the Stud on today, as one of the oldest continuous family horse studs in the world. In
1989 he was appointed to manage the polo stables at Windsor Castle for HRH The Prince of
Wales. In 2009 he was the Scone Horse Festival VIP. The stud bred Haydon Angel Jewel, who
traces back to the Tester mare Bangle, who won every major polo tournament in the world played
by the world’s best player Adolfo Cambiaso. She played in England, Spain, America and
Argentina. In 2017 she was inducted into the ASHS Hall of Fame.
Peter and Alison’s sons Henry, Nick and David all ride and play polo.
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David Haydon riding leading stallion Haydon Nightwatch at
Ellerston

Horses from the stud are still used by the modern day Light Horse for exhibitions and ceremonial
parades, especially on the official Beersheba Day the 31 October each year.

Haydon Bandanna on
parade carries the
flag
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Haydon Sun Charm in
complete Light Horse
gear

The modern day Waler-Haydon Bandanna in 2010
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Haydon Warhorse 2014 – born with the identical markings to his descendant Midnight

On 5 September 2014 Haydon Moonstruck from Midnight’s Thora family foaled a colt who
was born with the identical markings as Midnight…… “On her forehead was a small white star
and she had a distinctive white triangular peak on the front of her near hind coronet, standing
all alone”. A horse that has white markings on it’s feet normally has the white going all the
way around so it is very rare to have just this isolated triangle of white just above the coronet,
standing alone in the front of the foot. When Haydon Warhorse was branded as a yearling he
was given Midnight’s Haydon brand on the near shoulder but by a totally random twist of fate
he was branded 12/4 on the off shoulder. The 12 being for the 12th horse branded for those
born in 2014, while the 4 represents the year he was born.
This meant not only did he have the identical markings of Midnight he was branded 12/4 and it
was the 12th and 4th Light Horse Regiments that charged Beersheba! So he is now officially
registered as Haydon Warhorse and will see out his days here at Bloomfield being used for
station work, polo and Light Horse parades.
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The story of Guy Haydon and Midnight has been
made into an award winning children’s book by
Mark Greenwood and illustrated by Frane Lessac. It
is called “Midnight - The story of a light horse”
which has also been released in America.

Peter Haydon on Haydon Secret Night a descendant of
Midnight’s family and her sire Tester with Kevin Taylor
on his book “lookalike” Midnight at the Scone Horse
Festival Parade 2014.
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Mago Films have produced the very successful documentary for the ABC called “The WalerAustralia’s Great War Horse”, which includes the Midnight story. It was a finalist in the 2014
Busselton Film Awards, see photos below.
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Peter Haydon holding the bullet

2017 Story Outline compiled by Peter Haydon, 20 Haydons Lane, Bloomfield Homestead,
Blandford, 2338, NSW, Australia. Email: peter.haydon@bigpond.com
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